
Response Team Ready to Go 
ExxonMobil is maintaining a Bill-

ings-based team to respond to    

concerns that may arise. While most 

of the emergency cleanup is      

complete, it is possible that some 

crude oil impacts may have been 

missed, or may emerge as           

conditions change.  Concerns may 

include oily sheens on water or  

sediment, strong petroleum odors, 

oiled wildlife, and oiled vegetation 

and debris.  The State of Montana 

should be the first point of contact 

for any of these concerns.   

 

If you wish to report crude oil   

impacts or request an inspection 

or cleanup, please contact: 

 

Laura Alvey 

Remediation Division, MT DEQ 

Direct phone:  (406) 841-5062 

Toll free: (800) 246-8198 

Email:  lalvey@mt.gov 

 

Physical address: 1100 North Last 

Chance Gulch, Helena, MT 59601 

Mailing address:  PO Box 200901, 

Helena, MT 59620-0901 

 

To report oiled wildlife, please    

contact:   

Gary Hammond, Bob Gibson or  

Ray Mulé with MT FWP 

Phone: (406) 247-2040 

Public Comment Sought  on Legal Order 
The DEQ is asking for public comment on a  

proposed legal agreement with ExxonMobil Pipe-

line Company for monitoring, remediation, and 

payment of penalties and costs to mitigate the oil 

spill. The 30-day public comment period on the 

Administrative Order on Consent (AOC) ends 

Tuesday, February 21, 2012 at midnight.  

 

The AOC spells out what remaining work DEQ 

requires ExxonMobil to do.  Much of the cleanup 

from the spill has already been completed.    

However, the AOC outlines future monitoring of 

groundwater and oil-stained areas that could not 

be removed to make sure they’re breaking down 

naturally, a process called natural attenuation.  

The AOC specifies DEQ’s ability to require   

additional work if the department determines it’s 

necessary. 

 

“Many Montanans were severely affected by the 

spill, so it’s important to get public input on the 

proposed Order and the work still to be done by 

ExxonMobil Pipeline,” said DEQ Director    

Richard Opper. “Just like good fences make good 

neighbors, good AOCs make good responsible  

parties, and the public has a right to weigh in  

 

and deserves assurance that this fence is sound.”  

 

Under the AOC, ExxonMobil agrees to pay a 

penalty to reimburse the state for the agencies’ 

past costs of responding to the spill, and to cover 

the state’s future costs.  Payment of past costs 

and cash penalties are due upon finalization of 

the AOC.  Past state costs total approximately 

$760,000.  the penalty will be paid through a 

combination of cash to the state and funding for 

DEQ-approved  supplemental environmental 

projects.  The total penalty, including money 

spent on the supplemental environmental        

projects, will be $1.6 million. 

 

Other provisions in the AOC call for dispute 

resolution, compliance with all laws and permits, 

and stipulated penalties if the company does not 

comply with the AOC.  Once ExxonMobil pays 

the past costs and penalties, and signs the AOC, 

DEQ will release the company from liability. The 

AOC is effective until DEQ determines the   

company has completed the requirements and the 

spill no longer poses a risk to human health, 

safety or welfare, or the environment. Copies of 

the AOC are available for review at DEQ’s   

website at www.deq.mt.gov 
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Silvertip Pipeline Crude Oil Release 

Overview 
The Montana Department of Environmental 

Quality (DEQ) is providing this update to let 

you know that, although things have quieted 

down some along the Yellowstone River, 

work continues on the ExxonMobil Silvertip 

Crude Oil Release Site.  DEQ defines “the 

Site” as any place where crude oil (or crude 

oil constituents) from the July 2011 spill was 

deposited. The release of approximately 

1,500 barrels (or 63,000 gallons) of crude oil 

near Laurel occurred during flood conditions, 

and caused oiling of vegetation, debris,  

structures, and other materials in the flood-

plain.  Exactly what caused the 12-inch  

pipeline to rupture is under investigation by 

the U.S. Pipeline and Hazardous Materials 

Safety Administration (PHMSA).  

 

The degree of oiling along the River was 

sporadic and inconsistent. Crude oil impacts 

were heaviest immediately down 

stream of the pipeline break. The last visible 

signs of oiling were seen 5 miles down-

stream of the Town of Custer.   ExxonMobil 

and its contractors have cleaned approxi-

mately 70 river miles of contaminated shore-

line under the oversight of the United States 

Environment Protection Agency (EPA), 

DEQ, the United States Fish and Wildlife 

Service, Montana Fish, Wildlife & Parks 

(FWP), and other state and federal agencies.   

 

The last bit of emergency cleanup was the 

burn of the “A-28 Debris Pile,” which     

happened on November 8, 2011.  The debris 

pile was located on a river island just upriver 

from the Duck Creek Bridge. Oily sticks and 

wood could not safely be cleaned up by hand 

because part of the debris pile extended over 

the river. The Montana Department of   

Natural Resources and Conservation 

(DNRC) conducted the burn, with Exxon-

Mobil providing logistical support.  

 

The Site has now transitioned from        

emergency cleanup into long-term          

monitoring, assessment and reclamation.  On       

September 9, 2011, EPA demobilized from 

Billings, and DEQ became the lead agency 

responsible for overseeing the long-term 

work, and for addressing any concerns that 

might remain.  

 

Pipeline Safety Council at Work 
By Executive Order on July 20, 2011, Governor Schweitzer established the Montana Oil Pipeline 

Safety Review Council to investigate pipeline river crossings in Montana and recommend steps to 

prevent breaks and spills. A state and federal investigation this fall found at-risk pipelines. Repairs 

must be completed by spring runoff. DEQ Director Richard Opper chairs the Council. DNRC     

Director Mary Sexton and Montana Department of Transportation Director Tim Reardon serve with 

him. The Council has held two meetings and meets again on Wednesday, February 8, 2012, 9 a.m. – 

noon, room 137, Montana State Capitol, Helena. DEQ will make reasonable accommodations for 

people with disabilities who wish to participate in the meeting. 

“A-28 Debris Pile” burn 
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Ongoing Assessment,  
Monitoring,  and Reclamation 

   Natural Attenuation Monitoring (NAM)  to 

determine the breakdown rate of residual 

crude oil impacts:  During cleanup in the sum-

mer and fall of 2011, EPA and DEQ allowed 

ExxonMobil to leave some crude oil contami-

nation in place.  Crude was not cleaned up if 

the oiling was “light or very light” (a stain 

rather than a thick coat) and if the oil was dry 

(not sticky or transferable).  Sometimes, 

cleanup would have caused more harm than 

good, so the oil was left to break down natu-

rally.  Also, some oil stains remained on 

tree bark, riprap and rocks, logs, and debris 

after cleaning.  DEQ requested ExxonMo-

bil inspect and  monitor 45 locations along 

the Yellowstone that have residual crude 

oil impacts to document how the oil breaks 

down over time.  The monitoring will help 

differentiate from the July 2011 release 

versus potential future releases.  The 45 

locations represent a variety of habitat 

types, oiling conditions, and impacted  

media.  ExxonMobil completed the first 

round of NAM in fall 2011, with the next 

two rounds planned for June 2012 and 

October 2012.  If impacts persist in      

October 2012, DEQ will require Exxon-

Mobil to perform additional monitoring. 

 

   Groundwater Assessment and Monitoring:  

DEQ has required ExxonMobil to install 

groundwater monitoring wells in “worst case” 

areas and conduct periodic groundwater    

sampling in DEQ-approved areas.  The goal of 

this work is to assess whether and to what 

extent groundwater near the Yellowstone was 

impacted by crude oil from the Silvertip    

release.  ExxonMobil plans to install 10     

monitoring wells in areas that were heavily 

oiled by the release.  They will be located  

between Laurel and Billings and installation is 

expected this winter. Those wells will be  

sampled quarterly for one year.  DEQ will 

evaluate the results and determine whether 

additional groundwater investigation or 

cleanup needs to be done. 

 

In addition, ExxonMobil, EPA, and DEQ   

collected water samples from drinking water 

wells and irrigation wells along the river.  In 

all, at least 211 groundwater samples have 

been collected since the spill. ExxonMobil 

collected 160, EPA collected 26, and DEQ 

collected 25, with most of the groundwater 

sampling conducted in July and August, 2011.  

Overwhelmingly, the groundwater sample 

results from domestic and irrigation wells 

have not shown crude oil constituents in 

groundwater at detectable levels.  A few well 

water samples have shown contaminants not 

related to crude oil, or have shown petroleum 

hydrocarbons at concentrations far lower than 

DEQ water standards and screening levels. 

 

Public Water Supply (PWS) Monitoring:  

PWS water sampling was conducted          

immediately following the spill, and showed 

no impacts from the July 2011 spill.  At 

DEQ’s request, ExxonMobil conducted     

follow-up water and sediment sampling in           

September and October 2011 at PWS facilities 

that take their water from the Yellowstone 

River. Water was collected at each PWS    

intake and inside the PWS facility.             

Additionally, ExxonMobil collected sediment 

samples from the river near each PWS facility 

intake, and, if possible, from PWS settling 

ponds.  The following PWS facilities were 

sampled: Laurel, Billings, Lockwood,        

Hysham, Colstrip, Forsyth, Miles City,      

Sidney, and Glendive. Laurel’s PWS intake is 

upstream of the spill site and provides baseline 

information. DEQ is currently evaluating the 

September and October 2011 PWS sample 

results. 

 

Reclamation:  ExxonMobil conducted 

reclamation following completion of 

cleanup in fall 2011.  Under the oversight 

of DEQ, ExxonMobil surveyed areas that 

were disturbed by cleanup activities.  DEQ 

approved appropriate seed mixes and   

treatments for the various disturbed areas, 

and ExxonMobil implemented the         

reclamation activities in fall 2011.  In 

spring 2012, ExxonMobil and DEQ will 

inspect the treated areas.  DEQ will then 

determine whether additional treatment 

(reseeding, weed control, etc.) is needed to 

establish vegetation on disturbed areas.   

 

   Soil and Sediment Investigation and  

Analysis:  ExxonMobil, EPA, DEQ, and   

others conducted extensive soil and sediment 

sampling after the release. DEQ will further 

evaluate the data this winter to determine if 

additional investigation and/or cleanup needs 

to occur.  DEQ compares soil data to its Risk-

Based Screening Levels for petroleum        

hydro-carbons, and compares sediment data to 

DEQ-approved background concentrations 

(representing pre-spill conditions), EPA’s 

Region 3 BTAG Freshwater Sediment Screen-

ing Benchmarks, and potentially other screen-

ing levels.  

Statistics and Numbers  

11,063 cubic yards of oily solids (sorbents like absorbent booms and personal protective equipment, woody debris, wood chips, 

vegetation, oil construction debris, soil and filters) were recovered/produced and transported offsite for disposal 

 

2,742 gallons of oily liquids (water collected in the field and decontamination liquids) were recovered and transported offsite for  

disposal 

 

Other waste was collected during cleanup and transported offsite for disposal: 50 cubic yards scrap metal (recycled), 215 pounds 

of household hazardous waste, 10 pounds electronic waste (not oil spill waste but ExxonMobil removed it) 

 

131 animals were recovered, treated, and released.  124 animals were recovered that were dead upon recovery or died shortly after 

capture.  Not all animal mortality was related to the release, as some carcasses did not have directly observable oil impacts. 

On the Web please visit www.deq.mt.gov for more information about the Pipeline Council, spill  mitigation, AOC and more. 

http://www.deq.mt.gov

